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scholarly work makes clear the hidden connections, whether local, national, or global 
in scope, that underlie unexpected innovations and changes. The greatest success 
of Shmo: _A Hisfor少 is showing us rhat the stoiy of Shrine Shinto so far, even when 
limited to its institutional form, is already a deeply complex one with countless twists 
and turns requiring close acccnrion to detail. For chat reason, even as Shinto changes, 
I cxpccc that this book will remain relevant for many decades.
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Steven Trcnson
iOw - Hdsfew - Rツti: Cfciisef SfeiM又ow ツd mo ;わ丨•似d 祈雨•宝 珠•龍中世寓
言密教 の深屈[Rainmaking, Jewels, and Dragons: The Essence of Medieval 
Shingon Esoteric Buddhism]
Premiere Collection, Kyoto: Kyoto daigaku shuppankai, 2016, ISBN 978-4-8140- 
00197, 504 pp.

Rich symbolism focused around the mythical figure of dragons and complex liturgy 
made rainmaking ricuals amongst the most spectacular practices of Japanese
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Esoteric or Tantric Buddhism (wA/jグ o 密教 ) . In early and medieval Japan,rhe
success or failure of such ceremonies could easily make or break a monastic career. 
This book provides a comprehensive account of the history of this ricual cradicion  ̂
which can be traced b«ick to chc Indian origins ofTancric Buddhism, in Japan, in 
particular in relation to the Shingon school.

Although at times complex, this book is extremely well-researched. Its main 
objective is to show char the dragon cuit associated with the rainmaking ritual 
called the Shdugydhd pî Pl〇fT& can be considered the missing link between two 
extremely imporcant elements of medieval Japanese Tantric Buddhism: the relic or 
jewel cuk described in the posthumous Tb如 (Goグ《ば〇 f卸 遗 告） of Kiikai (空

Z74-835), which was established in the tench century, and chc cult of the Three 
Worthies (S如 三 辟 ）Fud6 不動，Ais:en 愛染, and Nyoirin 如意輪 （or the Jewel), 
which appeared in text form only in the Iacc cnirtcench, or early fourteenth century. 
To tms purpose, Trcnson meticulously analyzes the history of che Swugydhd and 
its relationship to the dragon cult in the Shingon school from the late Heian to the 
Kamakura period. He thus demonstrates—and is probably che first to do so— 
how tms dragon cult was linked to many important aspeers of medieval Tantric 
Buddhism; because connections go beyond relic worship or che Three Worthies cult/ 
Trensons work illuminates the central place of mis particular liturgical category in 
medieval 6hin?on doctrine and practice.

While some details could be discussed further, the general orientation of 
Trensons demonstration goes beyond the common doxa of the field. His insights 
give a more accurate picture of the hiscory of chc Shingon school. Socio-political 
factors are not at the center of Trensons focus. Tins book should not be mistaken 
for a purely historical study. Rather, it succeeds in providing a comprehensive 
pienure of che evolution and implications of an extremely crucial ritual, on doctrinal, 
liturgical and symbolic levels. As such, it represents a remarkable achievemcnc, 
wmch reflects chc extensive research the auchor conducted in monastic libraries 
across Japan.

Tlie authors admirable effort to write his book fully in Japanese must be noted. 
An English publicacion, which Trenson will surely provide later on, would have 
benefitted from a better diffusion. However, the general argument of this particular 
book, which draws from an extensive documentation of medieval religious texts, 
is extremely deep and specialized. As such, it would probably mostly appeal to 
researchers who arc familiar with its issues and fluent in this language.

The book follows a chronological structure, starting with the origins of 
rainmaking rituals in Tantric Buddhism. The first chapter provides a brief overview 
of the history of such rituals in India and China and discusses the canonical sources 
of similar Buddhist practices in East-Asia. The second chapter tackles rituals 
conducted by KQkai at the Shinsen’en 神衆苑 pond in the capital. These rituals set 
the most important precedent for such practices in Japan. Trcnson also describes
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the lesser-known ritual performance of 875, the first historically documented 
occurrence of this type of rite performed after Kukai. In this period, rainmaking 
cults were associated with the MvircueM of the sovereign. Natural disasters, such 
as droughrs, were understood as manifestations of a leaders lack of virtue; rituals 
preventing or resolving natural disasters were judged as extremely crucial at lease 
from the middle Heian period (pp. 58-59).

in the next chapter Trenson analyzes the origins of another rainmaking ritual 
of the Shingon school, the グ 〇わ6 孑し布経 法， 、vliich was n major rival of
the Sbdugydbd. In fact, as we find later in the book, this ritual had the advantage 
of nor only allowing rain to fall, but also of stopping excessive rain, while the 
Shdugydhd only permitted the former. Here, the author assesses when this ritual was 
established as an independent practice. In doing so, the author challenges, with an 
extremely comprehensive (documentation, previous claims that this happenea in the 
tenth century.

Next is the fourth, and longest, chapter. First, we learn why the particular ritual 
of the Shdugydhd was revered by the Shingon school, and especially by the superior 
(cboja ^ ：̂ *) of the 1 oji temple. In the tenth century, rainmaking practices were 
also conducted by monks of the Tendai school at che Enryakuji 延暦 寺 tcinpk. 
Nevertheless, ^hingons expertise on this matter was vastly recognized. Here, Trenson 
points our why rituals at the Sliinscnon, a place close to imperial symbolism, were 
seen as more firring. He explains chat the ritual had tics with the idea of the virtue 
of the sovereign and also to the concept of'tokusei 適政 (which can be translated as 
“virtuous government”).

This part of the book is extremely imporrant, as it also discusses the problem 
of failed rituals. The success or railurc of rain rituals was quite evident, ceremonies 
perceived as failures were quickly abandoned, and highィanking monks avoided 
undertaking such risky endeavors, which could make or break a career. This is 
probably what happened to a cercain Genshin (7tJ5 M008), who left the capital for 
Kyushu after failing twice at rainmaking (p .121). Importantly, the seventh chapter 
notes that this ritual was deemed unfit for chc prestigious Ninnaji temple. After 
a failed Shdugydhd ritual by a Hirosawa lineage monk in the mid-tenth century, 
its performance was probably reserved to the less revered Daigoji胡_ 寺 (p. 226) 
temple.

The latter part of the chapter discusses the case of Ningai (f-f$ 951-1046), a 
contemporary of Genshin, who allegedly succeeded nine times at rhe Shdugydhd, and 
thus became extremely famous. Trenson doubts the plausibility of this number. He says 
it was an exaggeration and concludes rhat the correct number was probably five times at 
most. (This would still be the highest known for this ritual.) Trenson explains that such 
an exaggeration likely happened because by the twelfth century, Ningai s unusually 
high advancement in the monasric hierarchy (sdgd was rationalized by his 
mastery of the practice most closely tied to social promotion (p .128). This particular
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associarion can also be observed in the case of a monk called Jinkaku (or Jingaku,
深党  955-1043). After a series o f failures, this peculiar character was disgraced. 
However, he entered the Shinsenen and conducted a successful rainmaking ricual 
based on the Kujakukyd. He then became rhe first superior ofToji (pp. 131-136).

Rainmaking thus both allowed a lowborn monk such as Ningai to rise in rhe 
social order, and an aristocrat such as Jinkaku to recover his lost status. Indeed, rheir 
rivalry for the position of superior ofToji and prestige within the court motivated 
Ningai to further stress his own rhaumacurgical prowess at this particular ritual. 
Ningai even affirmed that Kukai received the Toji temple on rhe basis of the success 
of rainmaking rituals. Despite his efForcs, the noble-born Jinkaku was chosen as 
the superior of this center of the Shingon school in the capital (pp. 137444), and 
Ningai had to wait for the deach of his rival ro acrain this position. On a purely 
historical level, this fascinating chapter shows that while ritual successes were indeed 
quite revered in early medieval Japan, they could not overthrow the established 
aristocratic social order.

Tfie last part of this central chapter observes the heritage of Ningai s claims. 
While various versions of his ritual spread in the Shingon school, his dispute with 
Jinkaku also gave birth to a diffcicnt ritual tradinon based on the fC咖 fewfcグd in the 
eleventh century (and not the tenth). Ac the time, this ritual rraaicion was linked to 
the dragon cult and rhe Shinsenen. It was also from this period on that the superior 
ofToji started regularly accomplishing state-sponsored rainmaking rituals. Trenson 
here sees the origin of this situation as a consequence of Ningai s discourse linking 
the position or leader of lo ji with rainmaking prowess. The chapter concludes by 
presenting the reception of Ningai s ritual, the Shotigydho, in the Ono lineage (Ono- 
rグ ，J、里f流)，and by discussing how it came to be exclusively associated with this 
branch of the Shingon school.

The fifth chapter discusses the progressive disappearance of this particular 
ritual until the thirteenth century and describes the diffusion of che diverse 
variations of the Kujakukyoho across most of chc Sningon school——especially 
Daigoji. The reasons for this were both practical and political. From a practical 
standpoint, chc Shdugydhd required rare items to perform. From a political 
standpoint, the cloistered emperor Shirakawa (白 河 1053，1129) favored the 
Kujakukyoho； moreover, the famous monk Hanjun 1038-1112) failed at it.

In chapter six, Trenson discusses the reappearance of the Sbdugydbd in the 
Kamakura period, with the efforts of the monk Shoken 1103-1196) of Daigoji. 
This monk conducted the ritual called Kukajukyd tnidokyo, buc the effects were very 
limited. He was then told to perform the Sbdugydbd. Arguing chat the Shinsenen 
was in ruin and that the tools needed were difficult to obtain he complained 
about this o rder【〇 the cloistered emperor Go Shirakawa (後日河1127-1192). The 
sovereign agreed. Instead he asked Shoken to perform the Kujakukyoho. At first, 
Shoken rejected the opportunity, as he pcrceivca it as exclusive to the Hirosawa
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lineage (Mirosawa^ryu of chc Shingon school, but he eventually obliged. In
response, rhe leader of the Hirosawa lineage, the prince-monk Shukaku ( î:，wl 1150- 
1202), who probably wanted to limit chc use of the Kujakukydbo to the monks of 
the Ninnaji 仁和寺 temple, decided to establish the 幻̂ ，d as chc rainmaking
practice of Daigoji. The Shinscnen was thus restored, and the monks of Daigoji 
created a reformed version of the Shdugydhd based on the dragon cult at this temple. 
In the reformed versions, the rules regarding the items to be used in the ritual were 
simplified. The 'new" ritual was conducted six times after 1213. At Daigoji, ic was 
especially linked with the dragon cult, such as chc cult of Seiryo. However, this 
revival did not last long. The last performance of such rainmaking ceremonies 
occurred in 1273. Although chc Shdugydhd disappeared, its dragon cult continued to 
live on under the form of a new practice^ the Offerings to Vartitta (Suiten-ku 7K3*ct̂ ) 
and Aizen rituals at the imperial palace.

In his analysis of the Offerings to Varum, Trenson shows that, contrary to 
Ningai s praccicc, it was a composite ritual, which lacked the official component and 
social pressure of the late Heian period. From the chircccnch century onwards, the 
Shingon school lost its monopoly on rain; rather, ceremonies involved members of 
several schools and branches. In fact, the Offerings stem directly from the Shinsenen 
liturgy, ana it was probably born from a tentative effort by chc Tcndai school co 
break the ohingon predominance on this matter by integrating this symbolism into 
a preexisting practice of their own.

After the seventh chapter, which offers an overall conclusion co the first part, 
Trenson embarks on a doctrinal analysis of rainmaking rituals. He makes the 
point that rhe Three Worthies of Aizen, Fudo, and the Jewel were foundational 
to the medieval version of the Shdugydhd. Section 2.1 provides an outline of this 
incarnation of the ritual. It traces its origins and sources and also explains how its 
performance entailed a precise study of medieval texts. Here Trenson stresses the 
central role of the Jewel and Buddha relics in tms ritual, buc he also demonstrates 
how the Kings of Knowledge Aizen and Fudo appear in it, integrating the whole 
practice in the doctrinal background of the negation of dualism incarnaccd by rhese 
two deities.

The next chapter discusses the story of the Jewel found in one of the most 
revered sources of medieval Shingon, chc apocryphal Testament (Goyuigd) of 
Kukai. jfhis chapter shows that the story of the Jewel was probably written with 
rainmaking rituals in mind. While the name Shdugydhd itself does not appear in 
the text, Trenson remarks that ties between the dragon cult  ̂ water and rain, and 
the Jewel in both canonical and Japanese sources constitute the doccrinal basis 
of this story. While a more detailed explanation of such associations would have 
been helpful, Trenson provides an interesting take on this issue, which expands on 
previous scholarship (especially Rupperc, 2000).

The third part assesses the impact of the Shdugydhd on medieval Shingon
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rituals. Tlie first chapter discusses the cult of the dragon goddess Seiryo who 
was especially revered since the time ofShokaku 1057-1129). Trenson shows 
that this deity was not only the protector of Daigoji, but that the monks of this 
temple also saw her as an incarnation of Shingon doctrine. As such, she was not 
only a ininmaking deity. She participated in consecration rites, and was also linked, 
amongst many other things, to Jewel rituals, and to Aizcn and Fudo.

Tlie second chapter of the third part draws on Seiryos mulrifacetcd involvement. 
It tries to tic Seiryo and rainmaking rituals to rhe Ritual of the TJiree Worthies 
(Sanzon gogyoho an extremely complex and vast practice created
by Monkan (文 観 1278-1357), another monk of the Shingon school, under the 
patronage of emperor Go Daigo 12884339). Here, Trenson makes several
interesting points, especially on Muroji. He shows how the dragon cult at rhis 
temple was imported from Daigoji, in the process of irs conversion to the Shingon 
school  ̂and he also provides new evidence of the existence of a combined cult of the 
dragons of Muroji and Shinsenen,

In his conclusion to cliis segment (3.5.)/ the author analyzes links between 
the figure of the dragon and subjugarion rituals [cbdbiiktt ho His take on
the obscure rites of ツd 奥 砂子平 and B少rt/jMか避蛇，which appear in the
Testament, is boch helpful and interesting. Here he shows, rather convincingly, that 
the nucleus that would larcr be inteffrated into Monkans ritual was already in place 
in the dragon cult of Daigoji.

As a whole, this is an excellent book. It provides a fascinating picture of Esoteric 
rituals and their impact in the early Japanese Middle Ages. It does also have some 
flaws, especially in its structure. Tlic book was clearly created on the basis of several 
separate articles, a trait ir shares with many Japanese books. Repetitions of similar 
content are evident (particularly in Section 2.1). As Trenson himself admits (p .15), 
previous literature could have been referenced more. A more comprehensive study of 
the iconographic elements of rainmaking rituals in Japan would have helped provide 
a better overview of the symbolic implications of such practices, but this would 
probably go beyond the scope of the book.

The author s portrayal of the RifK<W 〇/  tfoe 丁fcree Worルies of Monkan also 
needs to be further nuanced. The political background surrounding Emperor Go 
Daigo was crucial in Monkans ritual. Abe Yasuro (2013) has discussed this, and 
my own dissertation (2014) has analyzed ic in detail. As Trenson states, Monkans 
ritual docs share some common doccrinal foundations with rain-making practices. 
However, it was a much more composite rite, which incorporated not only Shingon 
symbolism but also Shinto deities.

Laying aside these somewhat minor flaws, rhis book is an extremely erudite and 
precise study. Along with other recent publications (see For example Asuka (2015), 
Dolce (2015), Faure (2015), and also the works by Fabio Rambelli, Iyanaga Nobumi 
and others), it provides a new path for further anthropological analysis or rituals
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and deities in ancient and medieval Japan. Due to its sheer scope and Trensons 
impressive attention to detail, reading this book can be a daunting task, but it is 
more than worth the effort. I would especially recommend it to anyone interested in 
doctrinal and ritual studies.
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